
WI-130 Multi-Scale

The fully programmable
WI-130 Indicator is the
natural choice for
multi-scale applications.
Its bright, vacuum
fluorescent display
supplies readings for
up to four independent
weight systems
simultaneously.  As a
truck scale indicator, it
can provide readouts of
each platform and a
system total.

With other multi-scale
applications, you can ask
the WI-130 to display
single scale readings in
one-inch high digits.
Then program a soft
key to switch the
readout from one
scale to the next.

Speed data entry to
the WI-130 Indicator
with one of three
optional alpha-numeric
keyboards:  the
StanKey for normal
settings, the TufKey 1
with spill resistent key
membrane, and the
TufKey 2 panel-mount
version. One-year
warranty applies.

WI-130 Alpha-numeric Key-boards
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